
Interwar Romania: 
Historical Analysis and Social Representation

I n order to lay the groundwork for our research we must answer at least a few ques-
tions: 1. Why do we discuss this period? 2. What is interwar romania? 3. How is it pre-
sented by historians and specialized publicists in the history of the period? 4. What do

we propose?

1. For the first question, we must consider that after 1990 an impression was created at the
level of “public perception”—an impression cultivated with “scientific” care by certain political
forces, newspapers, television stations, nGos, etc.—that a “history thread” is resumed, that we
go back to 1948, when the “interwar period” ended, and the main argument was the abdica-
tion of the king. Moreover, some politicians from this period are back in the limelight, even
the king is trying to return to his homeland, the historical parties are recreated, numerous
books regarding the political life between the two world wars, including the legionnaire move-
ment, are republished, etc. Consequently, there is a general relation—based on arguments but
completely non-uniform—to the interwar period.

2. The completion of the national and state union in 1918 had multiple consequences from
territorial, demographic, social-economic, political, and mentality perspectives1. The best
known consequences are the significant increase of the territory, population and economic
potential: the area of the country from 137,000 square kilometers to 295,049 square kilo-
meters; the population, from 7.5 million people to over 18 million people in 1930; the till-
able area, from 6.6 million ha to 14.6 million ha; the industrial sector by over 235%;
forested land, from 2.5 million ha to 7.3 million ha, etc. However, the discussion about the
new reality raises several methodological problems related to the best way to approach this
research topic.

The first matter refers to the historical terminology that describes the new geopolitical
reality after 1918. do we choose Greater romania or United romania? The term “Greater”
has had and still has a predominantly political connotation, reaching meanings close to “expan-
sionism.” In historiography there are similar phrases: “Greater Hungary,” “Greater Serbia,”
“Greater Greece,” “Greater Bulgaria,” “Greater Albania,” “Historical Poland” = “Greater
Poland,” etc. Consequently, we believe that the term “United romania” is closer to the his-
torical reality and the meaning of the Great Union. not accidentally, King Ferdinand was
called the “Unifier.”
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Another methodological and ethical problem, which some researchers have tried and
are trying to emphasize, is that of the “beneficiary.” did the old Kingdom obtain what it
wanted by the Union?; did it obtain more, or less?; did the united provinces achieve their
dream?; which did?; which didn’t?, etc. In fact, the political leaders of romania and those
from the provinces that were reunited with the country did not act based on mercantile
political calculations. The ideal of the Great Union had been served by the generations of
the 18th and 19th centuries and was epitomized by the sacrifice of hundreds of thousands of
romanians in the First World War. For those detail-oriented, we would like to clarify some-
thing. Transylvania, Banat, Maramureş, Bukovina contributed with the richness of the soil,
many industrial factories, etc. But the old Kingdom had oil and also the breadbasket of
the Bãrãgan. And the structure of exports from interwar romania—which covered the
costs of modernization—was dominated by oil (approximately 40%) and agricultural prod-
ucts (approximately 40%).

Comparing nations, determining the place of a country in european or world “rank-
ings” may seem obsolete, belonging to romantic models. However, we consider that such
an approach is useful when it comes to determining, in a clearer and more nuanced man-
ner, the coordinates of romanian history in the interwar period. of course there are many
difficulties. What factors do we compare? Which countries—the developed ones? The
neighbors—do we include them in the “rankings”? How do we determine a balanced vision,
without exaggerating either the “performance” or the “limitations,” etc.? Being aware of these
risks, we chose the following fields: territory; population; economic level; political regime;
international relations.

Territory
After the Great Union, romania had an area of 295,049 square kilometers, which represented
2.52% of the area of europe and was 10th in europe2. romania was smaller than Germany
(470,714 square kilometers), France (550,986 square kilometers), Poland (388,635 square
kilometers), but larger than Czechoslovakia (140,499 square kilometers), Hungary (93,061
square kilometers), Bulgaria (103,146 square kilometers), Yugoslavia (249,468 square kilo-
meters) and Greece (130,199 square kilometers)3.

Consequently, United romania consolidated its position in Southeast europe and had
an area that was significantly larger than that of the other states, as it was surpassed only by
Poland and, obviously, the USSr.

Population
Size and density. The Great Union of 1918 caused the population to double: from 7,771,341
people in 1914 to 14,669,841 people in 19194. Thus, it became a medium-sized country,
8th in europe, by the size of the population5.

In 1930, with a population of over 18,000,000 people, romania was surpassed only
by: the USSr (including the Asian territories)—160,000,000 people; Germany—65,092,000
people; France—41,610,000 people; Italy—41,069,000 people; Great Britain—39,952,377
people; Poland– 31,685,000 people; Spain—23,563,867 people. It had a larger population
than: Hungary—8,688,319 people; Yugoslavia—13,822,505 people; Czechoslovakia—
14,735,711 people; Greece—6,398,000 people; Bulgaria—5,776,400 people, etc.6.
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An important problem was that of the romanians who remained in other states after the
Union: in russia—249,711; in Yugoslavia—229,398; in Bulgaria—60,080; in Hungary—
23,760; in Czechoslovakia—13,711; in Albania—40,000; in Greece—19,7037.

Economic Level
The main direction of the modernization process in the interwar period was industrializa-
tion. The legislation passed by the liberal governments in 1922-1926 and 1934-1937 favored
the consolidation of industry and internal capital. In 1938, industry contributed over 30%
to the creation of the national revenue and ensured approximately 80% of the products nec-
essary for internal consumption. Significant progress was made in transportation; romanian
engines were competitive in europe; likewise, civil aviation could be compared to those of
other european countries, with higher economic development.

However, romania continued to depend on the imports of machine tools, of some tech-
nically sophisticated industrial products, etc. regarding the population that worked in agri-
culture, it was surpassed only by the USSr and Bulgaria. Also, regarding the productivity in
agriculture and the revenues per capita, romania was low in the european “rankings.”

Political Regime
In the first years after the end of the First World War, europe was dominated by democratic
regimes. only russia had instituted in 1917 a totalitarian regime and Hungary (1920) a
dictatorship.

After two decades, the number of countries with authoritarian (dictatorial) regimes had
significantly increased: Albania, Austria, Bulgaria, estonia, Germany, Greece, Italy, Yugoslavia,
Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Portugal, romania, and Spain.

From this perspective, we must underline that romania was one of the last states in europe
which instituted an authoritarian regime, that of Carol II, in February 1938.

Role in International Relations
It is well-known that after the Paris Peace Conference, european states were divided into two
large camps; the first included the states which acted for the application of the treaties, for main-
taining the borders and defending peace; the second included the states which wanted the breach
and revision of the treaties, retaliation and war. Also, the actions of romania within the Little entente,
the Balkan entente, the League of nations, at international conferences, the firm actions in rela-
tion to the threat of war and to treaty breaches, etc. are well-known. In the end, after the collapse
of the Versailles System, after the forceful acts of Germany, Soviet russia, Italy, Hungary and Bulgaria,
romania was one of the victims of the war, as in the summer of 1940 it lost a third of its territo-
ry and population. Under the threat of its neighbors, Germany and Italy, United romania collapsed.
The historical evolution after June 1940 must be understood in the context of the world war. It
would be completely unjust if romania were to be judged—as it is in some works—only from
the perspective of the eastern campaign, forgetting the consistent policy of defending peace in
the interwar period, and the Western campaign started on 23 August 1944.

3. The perception of the United romania and its presentation in various works vary greatly. The con-
tributing factors for this are appreciation, the author’s background, his/her political views, etc.



Thus, K. Hitchins states: “In-between the two world wars, Romania represented a striking con-
trast between a deeply rooted backwardness, on one hand, and the development, though unequal indus-
trialization and urbanization, on the other”8.

Irina Livezeanu’s conclusion is that “The Union of 1918 meant the appearance of a deeply
divided state and the unexpected effects of centuries of political separation thus creating great diffi-
culties ahead, and the feeling of national identity amidst its population. The fragility and segmen-
tation of this unified state was surprising for Romanian nationalists, who were unprepared during
the interwar period for irredentist nationalism to deal with the multinational and divided nature
in regions of their country”9.

Analyzing the “democracy” of the ‘20s—the inverted commas belong to the quoted author—
Ştefan Fischer-Galaþi10 stated that: “The option Bucharest faced was either to integrate ‘foreign-
ers’ in the life of the country, and implicitly lose oligarchic political power or to have a fake alliance,
of Romanian principle, only with the political leaders of Transylvania. Choosing the second alter-
native, considered the lesser of two evils, had much deeper and disastrous repercussions”11.

Florin Constantiniu, in O istorie sincerã a poporului român (An honest history of the romanian
people)12, has a subchapter about the interwar period called the “True face of democracy,” in
which we find the following conclusive opinion: “What must be shown is that, in Central-Eastern
and South-Eastern Europe, excluding Czechoslovakia, a country with a genuine democracy, all the
other states had semi-dictatorial or authoritarian regimes, which, by comparison, made Romania’s spot
appear brighter; after all, as the saying goes, in the land of the blind, the one-eyed is King”13.

of the political analysts, philosophers, journalists, etc., we would like to mention only two exam-
ples: Sorin Alexandrescu’s book14 whose title speaks for itself and the Dosarele istoriei (History
files) magazine no. 12/1998. In an article called “A possible explanation for the disaster of Greater
romania. A long tradition of crooked democracy,” I. Cristoiu writes: “The truth is that the years
between the two wars were those of a severe sickness of Romanian politics. The democracy was not genuine.
It was a democracy touched by Balkan mentality and infantilism […]. Romania must end not only this
communist mentality but also the Balkan mentality which is typical for the modern history of this country.
We can have a genuine democracy; we can enter Europe with our heads held high, not only by removing
communism’s negative effects but also by interrupting the long Eastern tradition in internal politics. The
Europenization of our political life is nothing more than the creation of a genuine democracy, not inter-
war democracy. Because this democracy does not comply with the current European standards”15.

I. Agrigoroaiei, in a synthesis regarding the modernization of romania, concluded: “While
some European countries instituted dictatorial, fascist or pro-fascist regimes, which seriously hindered
or even eliminated citizens’ rights, we passed a Constitution which prescribed democratic rights,
designed to favor the evolution of Romanian society. The comparative analysis of the political
regimes in the European countries underlines the conclusion that Romania followed an ascending
course after the Great Union of 1918, and democracy—far from perfect—developed, political life
became fuller and richer in content […]. With all its weaknesses and imperfections, the parliamentary
democracy regime resisted in Romania until February 1938, when—in a very complex national
and international context—an authoritarian monarchy regime was established”16.

regarding the economy, I. Scurtu has a balanced vision17: “In the interwar period, the
economy of Romania had a solid development, following the application of the ‘by ourselves’ policy,
which got support granted by the state through credits, a protectionist customs policy and the launch
of commodities from private companies. […]. Due to the development of the economy, Romania trans-
formed itself, from an agrarian country in the mid-30s, into an agrarian-industrial country.”
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The interpretative direction of modernization, which seems to be preferred in the last years,
is that of failure, by the negative interpretation of the economic, social, cultural or psycho-soci-
ological transformations which took place in romanian society after 1829. Victor Axenciuc,
Liviu Antonesei and, especially, Bogdan Murgescu are the most visible spokesmen of this
current approach. After comprehensive and consistent studies regarding the economic histo-
ry of romania, which showed the dynamism of the changes in the Principalities and later on
in the romanian state and the fast accumulation on all levels, in the treatise Istoria României
(History of romania) Victor Axenciuc concluded that “in its modern period Romania evolved
within a complementary growth model with all the industrial countries, the same as all agrarian states,
with very weak chances of getting close to their level; it was a method of dependent and peripheral
growth, with low possibilities of structural change, even at the scale of a century (…). Consequently,
with all the incontestable progress of development and modernization that was made, to make up for
an important part of its centuries of backwardness, the Romanian economy, in the interwar period,
was in one of the last places on the scale of development of our continent, a position it held at the end
of the 19th century, and which it would also have at the end of the 20th century.”18

In another approach, of a more essayistic nature, Liviu Antonesei resumes an older
study, discussing romania’s failed modernization at the beginning of the 19th century until
the post-communist period19.

The most recent paper written in this interpretative manner belongs to Bogdan Murgescu,
România şi Europa. Acumularea decalajelor economice (1500-2010) (romania and europe.
The increasing economic gap)20. In tens of pages, the author proposes to show the failure
of romanian modernization, emphasizing the idea of economic differences. He concludes
that “both the Old Kingdom and the Romanian territories under Russian or Austrian-Hungarian
administration had made some modernizing progress but had not truly become modern societies,
had not committed to sustained economic development and had lost ground in relation to the aver-
age rate of growth of Europe”21. And for the interwar period, the title of chapter III.2, “Greater
romania and its economic failure,” is suggestive22.

Although we limit ourselves to just a few examples—but we consider a wide “radiogra-
phy” of historiography—we notice a relatively high degree of convergence between the
opinions of the researchers on this period regarding the geopolitical position and the role
of romania in international relations. There are major divergences regarding: the level of eco-
nomic development and modernization, in general; the quality of the political regime in
romania (the “degree” of democracy). 

By transposing the previous conclusions into patterns, the formulation of principle could be
convergence and divergence, hence also giving non-historians an opportunity to research this
field. In our opinion, the approach to the interwar period and especially to modernization—in
all its aspects—must be made in a balanced manner by using balanced methodologies. In fact, the
contexts to which we relate the process of romanian modernization are greatly important.

Several questions are necessary for this angle of analysis. For example, when we talk about
differences, do we make an internal comparison, with the stages of romanian evolution in
the modernization age? do we relate to the states from the same geo-economic space? do
we relate only to states of comparable size? or do we compare ourselves to the developed
states of Western europe? do we make a quantitative and/or a qualitative analysis? What mod-
ernization do we relate to, ultimately, only an economic one, a bureaucratic one, a political
one, etc.? do we emphasize the accomplishments or just the limitations of this moderniza-
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tion? And the questions can continue, based on the attempt to eliminate any ideological “pres-
sure,” inherited or contemporaneous.

As a method and regarding the “degree” of democracy, the quality of the political regime
in interwar romania, comparisons are necessary to all european states, from Western democ-
racies (plus Czechoslovakia) to the states with authoritarian, dictatorial and totalitarian regimes.

It is obvious that interwar romania exists not only in the minds of those who expressly
study it. As an object of social representation, it is the product of a much wider audience.
What does it look like? This could be the challenge for the social psychologists specialized
in historical representations, a direction which seems to be gaining ground, stemming from
the research regarding the memory of the First World War23.

4. Aim. The empirical goal of our research is to see whether on the plane of social repre-
sentation of interwar romania we find the convergence-divergence pattern mirrored in the
writings of the authors that have explicitly analyzed this period. our endeavor is gradual.
We investigate, in this article, the social representation of the period among qualified par-
ticipants, specialized either on account of their studies (history, economy) or of their pro-
fession (teaching staff, researchers, archivists, museographers and students). The following
stage will consider the representation which exists on the level of common sense. The final
goal is to identify, analyze and compare these representations in order to show their valences, con-
vergence points and differences. 

In the terms of the theory of social representations of S. Moscovici24—as a principal
theoretical basis—we analyze the social representation of this historical period based on the
variable distance to the object25. Its operationalization is made based on the specialization cri-
terion, combined with those of age and gender. In this case, age does not operate as a primary
variable, but in its correlation with education, given the participants’ different exposure—
by the educational and academic background—to the approaches to the period. It is enough
to think about the differences between the school textbooks: the interwar ones, the ones
between 1948 and 1989, and the post-december 1989 ones. The criterion of gender was
employed based on previous research results, which showed that some social objects are “recon-
structed” as representations in a significantly different manner by women and men, while
the other variables remain constant26. This triple operationalization of the distance to the object
has the advantage of covering various aspects of psychological differentiation of our partic-
ipants: knowledge, attitudes, interests and experiences of the lived historical time.
Proximal theoretical anchoring. Postulated on a conceptual level at the beginning of this new
century27, the variable distance to the object receives empirical validation through the study regard-
ing the social representation of cannabis, made by dany and Abric28. The article of the two
authors has the merit of a comparative positioning towards the operationalization of the dis-
tance to other researchers. Considering what the research had already shown, the involvement
in the representation object (either as identification, valorization, possibility of action29, attrib-
uted sense, collective markers and controlling one’s own actions30), dany and Abric prove
the necessity of two additional aspects: direct practical experience and the estimated knowledge
level of the targeted object. The first is operationalized by relation to the temporal incidence
of one’s own experiences towards the object of representation, the second one as self-evalua-
tion of knowledge towards the respective object. our research mainly uses these two per-
spectives. This study relates to participants with significantly different life experiences, given
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the differences in their ages, of 68 years (minimum 21 years, maximum 89 years), and with
various levels of knowledge regarding the social object in question, in keeping with the
nature of their specialization. For the approaches to the distance to the object made over the
last decade, see the synthesis in Revista de psihologie (Psychology review), 3/201231. 

Participants. We considered in this stage 202 participants (50% men—average age 37
years, 50% women—average age 31 years), with ongoing or completed studies in History
(66.8%) and economy (33.2%). The average age of the entire group of participants was
34 years, with extremes at 21 and 89 years. Besides students (Bachelor’s degree, Master’s
degree, Ph.d.), representing 40.6% of the participants, 24.3% were history teachers in the
pre-university system from various areas of the country, 22.9% teaching personnel and researchers
from Alexandru Ioan Cuza University (Iaşi) and Babeş-Bolyai (Cluj), and 12.2%, museographers
and archivists from Iaşi. 

Method. The questionnaire was developed for data collection, resembled the ones used by
Galli and Fasanelli32. It reunited four of the techniques used in social representation research:
an association task, six scale questions, a semantic differentiation and a dichotomy Yes/no
question with an open justification of the selected option. Let us detail.

The associative technique, designed to investigate the content of social representation
from the prototype-category perspective33, involved the following steps: writing the first 5
words which spontaneously come to mind in relation to the inducing phrase interwar Romania;
ranking the words by their importance; indicating the valence (+ / - / neutral) of each
word; briefly motivating the presence of each word on the list. The advantages of this tech-
nique are the access to the participants’ spontaneity, unmodified by logic and the con-
straints of a discourse. It is also important that this technique allows us to update the
implicit or latent elements which are usually masked by discourse.

When analyzing the collected associative material, we chose to first identify the central
core. This represents the most stable structure of the representation, the “core” which synthesizes
the most important aspects of the investigated topic in the perception of the targeted partici-
pants. For accuracy and completeness, we analyzed the data from a double perspective: frequency
+ spontaneity (generation order, as a rank), frequency + importance (as a rank). In other words,
out of the hundreds of resulted words, we included in the central core not only the most fre-
quent words, but also the fastest generated ones (a rank lower than 2.5), on one hand, and on
the other hand, the most important ones (rank lower than 2.5)34. For the statistical processing
of the material we used the evoc2000 software, which automatically crosses the three afore-
mentioned criteria, two by two, which thus highlights the central core structure35.

The six scales that we used, each with 5 options, aimed to position our participants towards
some of the characteristics of interwar romania: area, population, literacy, economic devel-
opment, neighbors and political life. In the case of the first four, the introduction of the com-
parative size (In your opinion, in relation to the other European countries,...) was aimed to
bring the european reference framework to the attention of the participants. We took this
approach because the variability of its operationalization, among the historians of the peri-
od, is one of the causes of the divergent diagnoses on interwar romania. our questions
were designed to put the participants in similar referencing situations with the specialists of
the period, in order to determine if the convergence-divergence pattern is also reflected in
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their social representation of the period. And, if it is reflected, does it influence the same coor-
dinates as those presented in the historical analysis of interwar romania? The question is legit-
imate insofar as our participants are representative for the targeted audience, professionally
connected to the historiography of this period. 

When analyzing the data, we considered the frequency of the options for each scale, their
distribution (Skewness and Kurtosis indicators)36 and, based on them, the leptokurtic or platikur-
tic nature of the dispersion for each question. The Kurtosis value indicates if the scores are
widely spread or rather grouped around a certain value. A value of the Kurtosis indicator which
is lower than 3 indicates that the participants’ answers are widely spread, the distribution of
the values is rather flat (platykurtic), and that their opinions are rather divergent. on the
other hand, a value that is higher than 3 indicates that the participants’ answers are grouped
around a certain value, the distributions of the values had a pointy shape (leptokurtic), and
their opinions are rather convergent. The Skewness indicator offers clues about the asymme-
try of the distributions. A value of the indicator higher than 0 means that most values are
concentrated on the left side of the mean, which mirrors the participants’ tendency to choose
preponderantly answers lower than the mean. on the other hand, a value that is higher than
0 indicates that most values are concentrated on the right side of the mean, which indicates the
participants’ tendency to choose preponderantly answers higher than the mean.

The semantic differentiator, based on osgood’s37 stages and technical parameters, involved,
in the creation stage, the collection of the primary markers from the 89 participants. They
were asked to characterize interwar Romania using a maximum of 5 adjectives. The result-
ing list of 256 adjectives was reduced to the most important 25 adjectives, selected accord-
ing to the frequency criterion. We gave each adjective an antonym so that each of the 25 pairs
resulted in this manner would represent the poles of a seven-interval scale, from -3 to 3+,
passing through 0. In this manner, a complex and gradual evaluation register was created,
with three fields—negative (-3–0), neutral (0) and positive (0–3+)—for the 25 pairs: 1.
rich-poor, 2. totalitarian-democratic, 3. unknown-known, 4. small-big, 5. passive-active, 6. rural-
urban, 7. weak-strong, 8. conflictive-pacifist, 9. ugly-beautiful, 10. nationalism-patriotism, 11. sad-
happy, 12. insignificant-important, 13. divided-consensual, 14. anachronistic-progressive, 15.
tense-quiet, 16. unfair-fair, 17. unpredictable-predictable, 18. chaotic-organized, 19. backward-civ-
ilized, 20. dependent-independent, 21. traditional-modern, 22. uninteresting-interesting, 23. Balkan-
Western, 24. ignorant-cultivated, 25. lazy-industrious. Thus, by formulating the requirement
to use the semantic differentiator, each of the 202 participants could express his or her
opinion as to various aspects in a comparative manner. The instruction given to the partici-
pants was: “For each of the following polar scales, set the place of interwar Romania in Europe,
as you perceive it and feel it. For each pair of characteristics, choose only one of the 7 values.”

out of the various possibilities for processing the material obtained in this manner, we
chose three series of results: identification of the general profile (based on the average of
each scale), building profiles based on gender, and analyzing option dispersion for each
scale. This latter aspect was of interest to us in order to see which of the 25 characteristics
the participants had convergent/divergent opinions. In other words, when reporting to which
pairs of adjectives do the responses of our participants differ the most among each other?
18 of the 25 aspects relate, in the opinion of an expert jury made up of three historians,
who independently evaluated the list, to 4 dimensions: economic (1, 6, 14, 19, 21), geo-
political (4, 12, 17, 20, 23), international relations (3, 5, 7, 8), political (2, 13, 15, 18). 
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This helps us compare the position of our participants, representing a qualified audi-
ence, towards the convergence-divergence pattern of the historiography of the period that we
outlined from the Kurtosis and Skewness values, the same statistical techniques that were used
in the case of the 6 aforementioned questions.

The final question (Did you like/would you have liked to live in interwar Romania?38), by its
answer combination—closed (Yes / No) and open (Why?)—, shows, on one hand, an explicit
attitude position of each subject, and, on the other hand, provides the chance of argumenta-
tive discourse material, structured by choice. This can be the subject of a content analysis which,
in a future article, can be a complementary mirror of the manner in which our participants
build, as a qualified audience, the social representation of interwar Romania. Another poten-
tial analysis method which is interesting, especially from a psychological point of view, is the
correlation one. To what degree do the participants’ answers to the associative task and their
positioning in the semantic differentiator predict the choice in the last question? does the appre-
ciation of the period in the first situations favor or not the game of self-projecting their lives
in that time?

We would like to emphasize the complementarity of the path we chose, given the tech-
niques comprised in the used instrument. The goal was to collect information related to
cognitions (rational and stereotypes), attitudes, values, affective states, expectations, etc. This
is precisely what characterizes social representations from the perspective of its structural
approach, promoted by the social psychologists from Aix en Provence39.

Results. Discussions. Significances. In this article, for publishing reasons, we will limit our-
selves to the analysis of the data resulted from the processing of the global data of all the
participants as well as of the differences generated by the gender variable40. The structure of
this presentation will have four sections, corresponding to the data collection techniques:
a) associative, b) scalar, c) by semantic differentiator and d) by dichotomic interrogation. each
of these will provide complementary data and significances of the social representation of
interwar romania and, in part, will answer the starting challenge: can a convergence-divergence
pattern be identified, and if so, with what phrases?

a) Associative material. The 202 participants generated an associative material of 1056 words.
out of these, 747 words (70.7%) received a positive response, which is the first index of the
positive valence of this representation, and the difference to those marked negatively (271)
is significant (X2 = 57.68, p<0.001). The remaining 38 were considered by the participants
as neutral. The difference between the attributions of positive connotations by the two gen-
der subgroups was also significant (X2=12.73, p=0.002). In the case of women, out of the
491 generated words, 322 (65.7%) were positive, while men considered 425 (75.2%) words
as positive, out of the 565 words that were generated. There is also another particularity. Given
the equal number of men and women in our group, we noticed the special productivity of
the male subgroup, as there were many participants who provided more than five words.

The flexional and semantic reductions led to the identification of 357 sole words: 195 in
the case of men and 162 in the case of women, which indicates a difference in variety, also in
favor of the male subgroup41, or, from another perspective, there was more homogeneity in
the female subgroup. The term identities between men and women were 68. Although, relat-
ed to the vocabulary of each group, this semantic interference is relatively limited (34.9% for
men and 41.9 % for women), it covers, however, by frequency, 69.6% of the generated asso-
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ciative material. Most of these common words have similar frequencies (monarchy 44/41, cul-
ture 24/23, legionnaires 14/12, liberalism 5/4) or, even identical (Great Union 20/20, prosperity
4/4, independence 2/2, including many of those with a single reference per subgroup—1/1:
Antonescu, Germany, Queen Mary, bohemian, diversity, political elite, peace, parliament, etc.).
Common words, with different frequencies, are also interesting: democracy 41 M - 21 W, war 18
W - 3 M, Europenization 14 M - 7 W, conflict 13 W - 4 M, constitution 12 W - 4 M, Brãtianu
11 M - 5 W etc. The reassessment of the vocabulary on the scale of importance generally
keeps these configurations, however some words were viewed as being more important than
others: political extremism 22 M—14 W, multiparty 19 M - 17 W, economic crisis 11 M—11 W.
It is noteworthy that, out of the 95 words that are present only in the list of the men’s group,
only three words have frequencies higher than 2: civilized (4), education (3), industrious (4) com-
pared to the women’s group that has eight words specific to their subgroup: monetary depreci-
ation (3), extreme right (3), inflation (5), literature (3), Nazism (4), regency (5), theatre (3),
Trianon (3). The analysis of the associative material and the representation vocabulary already
shows the convergence-divergence pattern, which motivated this research.

The 20 words with frequencies over 10 represent 44.3% of the generated associative
material, which is another sign of convergence within the investigated group. As frequency, the
following terms are most significant: monarchy (85), democracy (62), culture (47), Great Union
(40). We would like to mention that in the theory of social representations, this prototype-
category perspective uses, combined in pairs, three criteria: frequency, order of occurrence and
importance. In our group, the word monarchy was the most frequently used one, the most spon-
taneously evoked were great and democracy, and the most important phrase was Great Union. 

In the next stage of the analysis, out of the words with frequencies of at least 10, the
ones which were correlated with a high rank of appearance order or importance paid by par-
ticipants were qualified to be candidates for the core of the social representation of inter-
war romania. This is, as it can be observed, a triple-filtering technique. The most impor-
tant words were: Great Union, monarchy, democracy, war42. The following were added, with
a triple qualification (frequency, importance, spontaneity): constitution, qualified as frequen-
cy and importance ranking, multiparty and economic crisis, qualified by frequency and invok-
ing spontaneity ranking. These 7 terms represent the stable, defining, central core of the social
representation of interwar romania in the vision of our participants. obviously, this can be
compared to what the specialized historians propose.

of the other candidates in the core43, two words draw attention by their high frequency
in the overall group: culture (as frequency, present with almost a quarter of the participants)
and political extremism. However, both miss the placement in the core because of their disad-
vantageous rankings (higher then 2.5) in the spontaneity/appearance order and importance
criteria. In other words, they receive no “support” from either the stereotypical dimension
of the representation or from the evaluative, more rational, one.

In the case of the core, a comparison of the male and female subgroups brings interest-
ing additional data on the inverse positioning of the two categories of participants. In the
case of women, the importance criterion widens the core; in the case of men, it limits and mod-
ifies it. The differences observed when the importance of the criterion is taken into account are
more numerous in the case of men (3 aspects) compared to women (1 aspect). The contri-
bution of the two subgroups to the core, of 7 words, is significantly different, as weight and
content. For example, only for one term, democracy, the positioning is equal (the equivalent
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of “2 votes” from each gender group—2M + 2W)44. The word war is advanced only by its high
positioning (as frequency, order, importance) in the women’s “list,” and multiparty in the men’s
list. Mixed contributions also have different formulas: Great Union (2M + 1W), monarchy (1M
+ 2W); the central cores of the two gender subgroups overlap by only 50%. This is not sur-
prising given that out of the 357 sole words, generated in the overall group, only 19% are com-
mon to males and females; the subcores are significantly different based on the gender crite-
rion. In the women’s vision, the following elements individualize the core of the social
representation of interwar romania: democracy, monarchy, war (each with “2 votes”) and
Great Union (“1 vote”). The following elements are essential for men: Great Union, democra-
cy (“2 votes each”), modernization, monarchy, multiparty (each with “1 vote”).

This is the first conclusion: the core elements of the social representation of interwar romania
differ in proportion of 50% between men and women. This result of our research would be
expected if our population had been composed of individuals without any specific knowl-
edge of the field, but given the fact that this is a group of people who are qualified in histor-
ical topics it is more difficult to explain it, as one can expect that the specialization will over-
come interests and gender sensitivities45. A possible explanatory hypothesis could be related
to the difference between the ratio of men and women in the two specializations: history
and economics. In the male group the ratio is 3.8, and in the female group it is 1.8. Another
possibility would be a different subject ratio with the targeted topics, starting from various
Bachelor’s degree, Master’s degree, Ph.d. degree or, in the case of academic personnel, taught
disciplines. The aforementioned differences could overlap on the gender difference.

b) The 6 scales. Annex no. 1 synthesizes the results obtained after analyzing the answers
to the questions, related to: area, population, literacy, economic development, neighbors and
political life. The histograms represent the overall percentages and the percentages by gen-
der subgroups. 

Some comments are necessary: in five out of six questions, the majority answer of the inves-
tigated group coincides with the one supported by the specialists and the historiography of the
period. This was somewhat predictable, as we dealt with a qualified group, but, despite this
fact, the performance of the batch varied. The participants’ responses fall into three cate-
gories: the majority answered correctly (e.g. to question about the population 77% answered
correctly and 67% answered correctly the question about the area of the country), approxi-
mately half answered correctly (number of neighbors—54%, economic development level—53%,
literacy percentage– 52%), and the last category, where the answers were relatively equally
distributed between the two alternatives. This is the case for the assessment of political life in
interwar romania: 45% of the participants considered that it was characterized by conflicts,
and 43% thought it was defined by sporadic conflicts. The overall performance was unexpect-
edly moderate, given the fact that we had an expert group: for all six questions the percent-
age of correct answers was 58.2%. A possible explanation could be related to the fact that
we asked our participants to compare interwar romania to the “other European countries,”
and the participants operationalized this phrase differently. In fact, there were participants who
wanted to relativize their option by choosing examples of large and small european coun-
tries. Statistically analyzed, the values of the Kurtosis indicators obtained for all six questions
indicated platikurtic distributions. Another result that implies the fact that our participants
interpreted the phrase “other countries” differently is related to the fact that the distribution
of the answers varies from an almost normal distribution, slightly flattened (population, K =



2.4) to a very flat distribution which reflects many dispersed answers (literacy, K = -1.29).
It is interesting that the two exceptions from the rule of the group, only slightly platikurtic
distributions—population and area—are correlated with one of the aspects in which histori-
ography is dominantly convergent: the geopolitical factor. The same overlapping is also seen
in the case of divergent elements among the analysts of the period: appreciating the economic
level and the quality of political life. This is already the first element to discuss, in the case of
the social representation of interwar romania and about the existence of the convergence-diver-
gence pattern, with elements consistent with those seen in the historiography of the period.

Based on the gender difference criterion, the answers to these scales show the fact that
choosing the right answer is, with one exception (political life), more frequent (with differences
of 9%-3%) in the case of men46. Moreover, for 3 out of the 12 extreme options (2 for each
scale), have interesting situations: more women than men are tempted to appreciate, in
comparison to european countries, that the area and population of romania is small and
that harmony was a characteristic of interwar political life. This is data that additionally jus-
tifies the choice of the gender category as a factor for particularizing this representation.

c) Semantic differentiator (annex no. 2)—the results obtained from this task fall within
the same lines as the ones previously presented, supporting the aforementioned conclu-
sions. Thus, the positive valence of the representation that was primarily underlined by the
associative material is reconfirmed by the participants’ answers to the 25 pairs of adjectives.
The mean score of almost all pairs of adjectives, with only two exceptions (rural M=-1.28)
and weak M=-0.03) leans toward the positive pole. They can be divided into three categories:
very weakly positive, weakly positive and average positive. In the first category, very weakly
positive, we have 6 adjectives: peaceful (M=0.12), honest (M=0.19), modern (M=0.26),
consensual (M=0.32), Western (M=0.33) and cultivated (M=0.40). In the second category,
weakly positive, there are 8 adjectives: organized (M=0.51), civilized (M=0.62), cheerful
(M=0.71), predictable (M=0.71), important (M=0.82), rich (M=0.92), patriotism (M=0.93),
well-known (M=0.95). In the last category, average positive, we have 8 adjectives: democrat-
ic (M=1.02), progressive (M=1.02), large (M=1.03), active (M=1.08), industrious (M=1.16),
interesting (M=1.17), independent (M=1.22), pacifist (M=1.28). The adjective that got the
highest ranking, by our participants as being the most positive is beautiful (M=1.66)47.

While the analysis of the participants’ average response to the scale allowed us to identi-
fy the hierarchy of the attributes and its overall positive valence, the analysis of the evalua-
tion dispersion48 helped indicate the convergence-divergence ratio between participants. 

The Skewness indicator, calculated for each scale, indicates the fact that the positive
average values are the result of an overall asymmetrical dispersion, where the participants used,
in a predominant manner, (in 22 of the 25 such situations) the positive half of the scales. There
are only three exceptions: rural-urban, dishonest-honest, tense-peaceful. For these three pairs,
more participants chose values that were closer to the first term, the negative one, although,
on average, in the case of the last two, the overall mean is slightly positive (due to few extreme
values at the positive pole).

The overall Kurtosis indicator, for all scales, is lower (0.132), which shows a wide distri-
bution of answers. It seems that the general picture of interwar romania, as identified by
the semantic differentiator, is in general positive but non-homogeneous. In the following
section we will detail the distribution categories that are present, in order to explain the pre-
vious conclusion. In the overall group, none of the scales have a normal distribution (K =
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2.4 - 3.4). For the following three pairs of adjectives, the participants’ responses were only
slightly dispersed (the distribution of the values is platikurtic, with K = 1.0 - 2.4): insignifi-
cant-important (2.314), uninteresting-interesting (1.237), lazy-industrious (1.232). At the other
22 pairs of adjectives, the participants’ responses varied strongly, which implied a very flat
and dispersed distribution of values (K = -2.00 - 1.00). 

The thematic hierarchy of the scales for both aforementioned measurements—average and
dispersion—was also of interest49. Although not all of them are significant, there are differ-
ences. It is interesting that both indicators show the same decreasing order, as the theme hier-
archy is: geopolitical—M=0.82, K=0.389, international relations—M=0.81, K=0.188,
political—M=0.49, K= -0.097, economic—M=0.35, K= -0.419. The first two domains, geopo-
litical and international relations, have values that are almost double the values of the other
two remaining domains, and, although we are talking about the same type of platikurtical dis-
persion, the participants’ division is more accentuated for the latter, which have values
below zero. Without pushing the interpretation, it was relatively surprising to notice a con-
cordance with the decreasing order of the experts’ convergence on the matters of interwar
romania, described by us at the end of the conclusions on the examples of historiography,
especially given the participants’ poor performance on the 6 questions. We believe that the
explanation is related to the nature and qualified status of the group that is unavoidably
connected to the historiography of the topic, both by their academic specialization and by
their profession. It will be interesting to see whether the results from the unqualified group,
which is the subject of a future study, will support our explanatory hypothesis.

The results of the semantic differentiator, in turn, show interesting differences by com-
paring the gender subgroups. Although women and men are not different regarding the
representational valence, which is positive for both subgroups, the profile average of the 25
scales is statistically significantly lower in the case of the female subgroup: M=0.63, com-
pared to M=0.72—the average of the male subgroup (t=7.5, p=0.019). Where does the dif-
ference come from? out of the 25 scales, in only two scales men and women have relative-
ly equal averages (weak, Western), in 19 of the situations women chose lower values—for
attributes interesting, democratic and cheerful even significantly lower50—and only in four sit-
uations—consensual, peaceful, modern, rural—men’s evaluations have lower values. In the case
of the pair rural-urban, even if both women and men considered that interwar romania
was a rural country, men’s evaluations were significantly lower compared to women’s51.

This difference in positioning determines, in the case of men, the existence of twice as
many positive attributes with the average above 1, as compared to women. In decreasing
order, they are: beautiful, interesting, pacifist, independent, industrious, democratic, active,
large, rich, well-known, progressive, patriotism. The 6 underlined attributes also have average
values over 1 in the women’s subgroup, but with lower decimal values and in a relatively
different order.

dispersion analysis is also interesting. The conclusion is that the female subgroup is
most definitely more non-homogeneous in scalar options, as it is 5.7 times more dispersed
in the expressed options compared to the male one52. For example, in 21 scales, the values of
the Kurtosis index are lower in the female subgroup. only for four attributes is the disper-
sion higher in the male subgroup: beautiful (-0.270 vs. 0.876), well-known (-0.469 vs. -0.212),
Western (-0.720 vs. 0.268), cultivated (-0.027 vs. 1.092). Also, the comparison by dispersion
categories illustrates the same trend of accentuated division of women’s options. In the male
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subgroup, 3 scales have relatively normal distributions, which indicate the homogeneity of
the evaluation for attributes: important (K = 2.658), interesting (K = 2.622), industrious (K
= 2.457). In the female subgroup, there are no relatively normal distributions as none of
the attributes managed to obtain a Kurtosis index closer to three. In the slight dispersion
category, in the men’s subgroup, 5 attributes qualify—democratic (2.228), active (1.943),
large (1.513), organized (1.421), rural (1.219)—and in the women’s subgroup, only two—
important (2.218) and cultivated (1.092). The other scales—17 for men and 23 for women—
have higher non-homogeneity, and are more platikurtic. It is interesting that the difference
between the two gender subgroups is not only quantitative but also qualitative. For exam-
ple, in the “peak,” only the attribute important would receive a relatively homogeneous eval-
uation from a significant number of men and women. In the lower ranks of homogeneity, men
and women could agree with the same difficulty. These are the attributes which received the
most non-homogeneous evaluations for the two subgroups: women—pacifist (K = -1.166),
independent (K = -1.063), peaceful (K = -0.975); men—Western (K = -0.720), consensual
(K = -0.581), independent (K = -0.471). In relation to the gender comparison, we would
like to emphasize the participants’ overall agreement related to the positive valence of the
representation but also the very high divergence regarding their actual choices. neither the spe-
cialists of the period nor the qualified audience agree.

There are attributes where the non-homogeneity difference between men’s and women’s
appreciation is striking. More than 14 times, in case of the attribute active, more than 5
times in case of the attribute industrious and more than 4 times for interesting.

d) In the case of the last requirement for our instrument, which involved the participants’
temporal projection (Did you like/Would you have liked living in interwar Romania?) the fre-
quency of the answers proved to be an additional clarification. Significantly more participants
(X2= 106.29, p<0.01) answered YES (58.9%), compared to those who answered no (41.09%).
This is a new confirmation of the interest of our group towards the object of this representa-
tion and, implicitly, of their positive attitude towards the period. Also in the last challenge of the
questionnaire, there are gender differences, even if they are not significant. 64 men and 55 women
chose YeS, and 37 men and 46 women chose no. Again, the positive valence of the social
representation of interwar Romania seems to be preferred by the male subgroup.

Moreover, the justifications provided by the participants are very valuable. The exam-
ples below facilitate our access to some prototype answers. The material will be, in the future,
subject to independent processing by the content analysis technique. A thematic difference
could explain the differences that were identified and discussed until now.

Yes, because:
• “Simple. Because then romania looked like a Western country and had a positive

image in europe”(s. 2); • “First of all the existence of the king, of the monarchy as a form
of government, then the existence of cultivated politicians, the atmosphere in the large cities”(s.
42); • “Little Paris,” the liberals governed, the foreigners worked for us, and not the other way
around, romania was relatively important politically speaking, Budapest had been ours for a
year, high-quality political elite, Ferdinand” (s. 52); • “I believe this was truly a glorious
period for the romanian state. An economic, cultural, even political peak” (s. 61); • “Because
I could have attended n. Iorga’s lectures” (s. 62); • “As I come from Bukovina, I would
have wanted to live in a whole Bukovina, to study at the University of Cernãuþi” (s. 65); •
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“There was the possibility of a career unconditioned by relations, political interests, kinship,
etc. People had a different education and appreciated the intellectual model. Today, with
very rare exceptions, there are no intellectuals who can be compared to those from interwar
romania” (s. 72); • “For the life of a bohemian, without the stress of modern life” (s. 99);
• “due to the monarchy” (s. 110)” • “This was a beautiful period in the history of romania,
with many cultural and economic accomplishments, with many politicians who asserted them-
selves as great romanians. Plus the architecture of the cities, with their specific charm,
atmosphere, great apparel and manners, which today are almost extinct” (s. 125); • “The air
was definitely cleaner, the people were more relaxed, more cheerful, there was higher respect
for values” (s. 126); • “To live in the Great Kingdom would have been far better than in the
present, judging by the first four values: Greater romania, economic development, world-class
culture, a multiparty system” (s. 127). • “I would have liked to live then because the people
were different; they had purer souls, were more honest, more cheerful, they sincerely loved
their country and felt a deeper connection to it. The respect for teachers/professors was defi-
nitely higher. The rulers of romania, for the most part, knew what had to be done and did
it, many times in the interest of romania. The women were more elegant, more distinguished,
the entertainment was more varied and politeness was second nature for many of them. The
cities, even the small ones, had a charm of their own, the air was cleaner, people were more
respectful towards one another. Life was definitely more peaceful and more pleasant” (s.
134); • “I would have liked to live in interwar romania as I would have felt the significant
moment of the union of Greater romania, by truly living the meaning of the word ‘patrio-
tism.’ I would have liked to have feelings of admiration and gratitude for the king of my
country, to take moral values and to learn from the Brãtianu family, to read the literature of
the great authors of the period, and at the same time to observe their conduct and political
activities. Life in interwar romania was based on traditional moral values, simplicity, profound
feelings, charm, candor, decency, authentic values” (s. 139); • “For the spirit of freedom, the
Western atmosphere of the large cities, the patriarchal atmosphere of the villages and the
high level of culture and science” (s. 140); • “Because morality and common sense ruled,
and I like to believe that people’s rights and freedoms were respected, people were less devi-
ous, had moral principles, were honest, respected and respectful. There was a certain stabili-
ty and respect for the rulers of the country” (s. 141); • “Absolutely, yes! Apart from the
political ‘backstage’ of the period (which was cleaner than today anyway), relating only to Jean
Moscopol and his Do you want to meet tonight?, yes, I would have liked to live in that period.
After years of destruction, death and suffering, people discovered a different philosophy of life,
learnt to live and manifested this desire to live life to the fullest through dance, literature and
art. I would have liked that period for its perfume, for the sound background, for the excel-
lent poems and theatrical performances, for courage, ease, honor, respect and education! High-
quality education! Also manifested in less cultivated or uncultivated circles of society. I would
have liked that period because it was a different world. With more soul! even if the national
landscape copied the european or American models (but adapted them to our own reality),
it was a stylish imitation. This meant that romania, also from this point of view, was not
only politically connected to european life” (s. 145); • “I would have liked to live in inter-
war romania because overall this was considered as a referential period for many fields of activ-
ity: democratic life, cultural effervescence, respect for etiquette in society, neo-romanian archi-
tectural style, urban development, the improvement of household comfort, caring for apparel
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in general. The people from the rural environment were starting to buy clothes from the
cities and let go of traditional clothing, women were emancipated, they had access to liberal
professions such as medicine, law, etc., they dressed more freely, more european (trousers, short
hair, practiced sports, outdoor parties, etc.)” (s. 150); • “Yes, because that was the period when
in cities there was interest for knowledge, people wanted to have fun, they moved to the
cities in order to get jobs in factories, and the aristocrats’ houses from the cities were charm-
ing” (s. 155); • “In order to be able to fight against the Soviet Union, which I consider the
source of all evil between the World Wars and afterwards” (s. 174); • “Things happened in a
very intense rhythm. There were moments when a country was being born” (s. 177); • “Prosperity
and development. Less political instability. Women were being offered chances and had
access to various sectors, even reluctantly, but there were chances” (s. 179); • “1. I am fasci-
nated by extremisms. I would have liked to live then, to observe the political situation, to under-
stand the mechanisms which caused people to act the way they did. To Be An eYe WIT-
neSS. 2. Because romania was Greater romania—royal romania; even now this is my
political ideal: monarchy and union with Bessarabia. only the king can unite it given the
current political crisis (the current political class is as corrupt as between the World Wars. There
is no charismatic leader). 3. For literary salons and Bucharest cafés. 4. In order to feel like
the authentic romanian peasant, who was not yet crushed by the Communists and the
Soviet tanks, and who still had traditional values: family, Church, etc.” (s. 181); • “The
society was well-organized, values were respected, there was honesty, the politicians had a pub-
lic conscience” (s. 187); • “For women’s elegance” (s. 192).

No, because:
• “I would not have liked to live in interwar romania, because there was great hunger and

poverty, and shortly afterwards there was the Second World War” (s. 8); • “I believe that this
period was a highly conflictive and tense period, and romania did not have a lot to offer then”
(s. 12). • “Because we did not have access to technology like today” (s. 56); • “The escalation
of extremism in the ‘30s and the misery caused by the totalitarian regimes, the authoritarianism
of the rulers” (s. 70); • “Because of political radicalism and the threats looming over the securi-
ty of romania” (s. 72); • “Because of the difficult access to high-quality education” (s. 75); •
“Corruption in the administration, abuse in the police, political extremism” (s. 85); • “A period
full of insecurity, between two major conflicts” (s. 86); • “Most of the interwar romanian soci-
ety was poor and uncultivated” (s. 100); • “A period characterized by social inequality” (s.
118); • “Because of the increase in the number of sympathizers of totalitarian movements:
communism, nazism. I am frightened by the thought of living among legionnaires” (s. 120); •
“Illiteracy was through the roof, daily discomfort and a lack of public utilities” (s. 130); • “I would
not have liked to live then because over a 20 year period the world went through two wars and
life was hard during those catastrophes. only a few romanian families did not suffer in the two
World Wars” (s. 133); • “I would not have liked to live at the border of europe. That was a
predominantly rural society (80%). History proves that a society which does not become urban,
which does not vigorously choose industrialization, which is not aligned to the introduction of
economic progress, is doomed to stay behind. Certain descriptions in interwar romania men-
tion horrid roads, isolated communities, schools made of daub, which are also present in current
romania. We brag about books written by rebreanu or Mircea eliade, but fundamental books
remained unwritten. We did not have and do not have books that ensure the universality of a
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culture, such as Homer’s Odyssey, Cervantes’ Don Quixote, Goethe’s Faust or Tolstoy’s War and
Peace” (s. 138); • “Who would have liked to live at the periphery of the civilized world, where theft
and lies go before honesty and honor, in a world of absolute relativism and subjectivism, where for
most people, democracy is equal to anarchy, and public law always loses to private interest, espe-
cially if backed by political power or the power of money. A country where any law, document
or contract is interpreted, where political interests rule over economic ones and justice. People
had a special charm, but not when they counted their money! nice scenery, folk costumes,
archaic traditions, wild nature, good to visit for a month or two… three months at most! And
we are talking about a society and a country which was far more european, more predictable
and honest than the one of 2014” (s. 143); • “I would not have wanted to live in that period
because I do not think that I could have adapted to the living conditions, given the great dis-
crepancies between the social classes” (s. 167); • “It was not progressive enough, from my
point of view” (s. 170); • “I am not interested in that period in general” (s. 182); • “Because I
was born in a family of peasants and I could not have surpassed my social condition through
education” (s. 185); • “It cannot be fun to live in a country which is 80% rural, 50% illiterate,
in conflict with neighbors and with heavy political scheming” (s. 195).

Conclusions
The world and romania between the two World Wars are topics of research and interest not
only for historians. economists, sociologists, politics experts, men of letters, military theoreti-
cians, philosophers, etc. are active presences. Moreover, the period was and is used as a reference
point by politicians, journalists, diplomats, writers, moviemakers, musicians, fashion creators,
etc. It is here, preserved in the mind of the general public, not just of the people who lived
then. Cross-generation transmission also plays a role, as it is the childhood of the great grand-
parents, grandparents or parents of some of the people from our generation. Therefore, it is a
subject of oral history. All of these make interwar romania a perfect social object, to be researched
by psychologists and in keeping with Serge Moscovici’s social representation theory.

In this stage of our research, we were interested in identifying the coordinates of the age
in the perception of the specialists of the period and also its representation among a qualified
public (historians and economists). We were interested in the degree to which the conver-
gence-divergence pattern—present among those who studied it—also appears in the represen-
tation. Additionally, we wanted to ascertain whether the gender variable introduces significant
differences, which was less likely among a qualified audience. However, the precedent encoun-
tered in the social representation of power (see note 27) primarily supported this attempt.

The analysis of the historiography of the period has allowed for the identification of the
concrete expression of the convergence-divergence binomial. There was a relatively high degree
of closeness between the opinions of the researchers of the period regarding the geopoliti-
cal position and the role of romania in international relations. Predominantly appreciative.
There are major differences regarding the level of economic development and moderniza-
tion in general as well as regarding the quality of the political regime in romania. The
cause of divergences is primarily a different reference framework used by experts.

The identification and analysis of the social representation of interwar romania leads to
some certainties: 

– This is a definitely positive “construct,” an aspect which was repeatedly confirmed by meas-
ured data: by the valence of most words associated to the inducing phrase (70.7% - plus),
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by the average value of semantic differentiator scales—somewhat low but, nonetheless pos-
itive (0.67 out of maximum 3), by a significant preference (58.9%) to have lived then and
by the plastic and complex arguments of that option. The dominant attitude of our group
towards interwar romania is definitely favorable. This fact is an element of convergence, a
content convergence on the representation valence. The divergence, revealed just as categor-
ically, by the analysis of dispersions in the scale answers of the semantic differentiator, refers
to the appreciation of the level of this positive valence. Here the participants’ opinions are sig-
nificantly different, and are highly heterogeneous. Definitely, our group has a positive represen-
tation, but its level is very differently estimated!

– Conceptually, this is a relatively “composite” representation, with a high presence in the group
of historians and economists. Thus, the processing of the associative material showed the fact that
the vocabulary of this construct (sole words) represents only 1/3 of the theoretical maxi-
mum value of possible diversity. Moreover, the 68 words, which are common for the gender
subgroups, cover, as frequency, approximately 70% of the generated associated material. 

– The following elements emerged as elements of the core, the essence, in fact, of a rep-
resentation: Great Union, monarchy, democracy, war, constitution, multiparty and economic cri-
sis. The first three with very high frequencies, and Great Union with a very high degree of
importance. All these represent additional evidence of sharing and, at the same time, of the
solidarity of this representation, which benefits from such a strong triple-filtered core: as
frequency, importance and spontaneity.

– There are, in the social representation of interwar romania, elements of the convergence-diver-
gence pattern from the historiography of the period: appreciations and higher convergence between
the participants for the geopolitical elements and the role of romania in international rela-
tions as well as lower values and higher dispersions in the evaluation of economic develop-
ment and the quality of the political regime of the time. As this is a qualified group, out of which
2/3 have a degree in history, half of them with didactic attributions, the conclusion is not sur-
prising53. However, the same qualified group has an average of correct answers regarding the
characteristics of interwar romania (6 questions) relatively below their potential. This is
probably the effect of the referential framework left at the participants’ discretion, as opera-
tionalization, which accentuated the heterogeneity. It is indirect evidence of its importance in
contributing to heterogeneity. The subsequent analysis of the data collected from the partici-
pants who represented common sense will allow us to validate this explanation or not. 

– The results of the semantic differentiator show the profile of interwar Romania: Here it
is, in decreasing hierarchy from the 25 attributes: it was definitely beautiful! Satisfyingly
pacifist, independent, interesting, industrious, active, large, progressive and democratic. only rel-
atively well-known, characterized by patriotism, rich, important, predictable, cheerful, civilized
and organized. A little cultivated, Western, consensual, modern, honest and peaceful. not power-
ful and highly rural. 

We would especially like to emphasize the results related to the gender variable. This
was introduced in the research design due to the curiosity triggered by the data from previ-
ous research, although our expectations were modest, given the characteristics of the tar-
geted group: qualified participants, for which their specialization obviously overshadowed
the demographical variables, such as age, gender, residential environment, etc. However, it
proved useful by its variety and the number of differences in the representation of interwar
romania between the female and the male subgroups. Although similar overall, they displayed
sufficient particularities. Under the reserve of future processing, in which we will maintain
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constant the other variables which may interact with gender—specialization, age54—the
most important findings are:

- A positive valence of the representation is significantly more significant in the male
subgroup, both for the associative technique and for the semantic differentiator profile.
Moreover, the higher percentage of correct answers to the 6 questions and the homogene-
ity of the options in the differentiator are characteristics of this subgroup. 

- In generating words associated to the stimulus phrase—interwar Romania—the male sub-
group was more productive (more words) and more varied in sole words, and the female
group was more homogeneous.

- The vocabulary of the two subgroups is predominantly different regarding the specific
sole words. only 68 words are common out of 357, but these represent approximately
70% of the entire generated associative material. Therefore, there is a relative difference of
spontaneous expression, and an essentialization resemblance. A future additional analysis of
the non-shared vocabulary, specific to the gender subgroups, could indicate whether this
also implies thematic differences. 

- on the level of the subcores, a re-judging based on the criterion of the verbal material,
spontaneously generated, has a different effect. The female subgroup also has an element—
Great Union, the male subgroup eliminates two elements—monarchy, multiparty—and pro-
motes another one—modernization. It is as though the women’s first thought is only com-
pleted, and in the men’s case, it is significantly restructured.

- The sub-cores resulted from the participants’ gender dichotomy interfere only for
50%. In the female subgroup, the triple-qualified elements (frequency + spontaneity + impor-
tance) are democracy, monarchy, war and subsequently, Great Union is double qualified (fre-
quency + importance). For men, the following elements are essential: Great Union, democ-
racy (triple qualification) and with double qualification, modernization (frequency + importance),
monarchy, multiparty (frequency + spontaneity). Moreover, each gender sub-core feeds the
general core with a specific element: war—female subgroup, multiparty—male subgroup.
In this aspect of the representation, the difference is significant. In the theory of social rep-
resentations, a difference of one term in the core is considered important.

- regarding the profile of interwar romania, identified by the semantic differentiator, it
is certain that, for the male subgroup, it appears as significantly more interesting, democrat-
ic, cheerful and also more rural. For the female subgroup, it is more consensual, modern and
peaceful but not statistically significant.

It is obvious that the aforementioned examples represent a challenge for the subsequent
analyses of this social representation. Why is the male subgroup more precisely nuanced, “gen-
erous” and homogenous in relation to the image of interwar romania? Is the gender vari-
able the single cause, or is it accompanied by the age differences in our group, as well as
the relation between the two specializations? And, if that is the case, than what is the weight
for each variable? A possible answer could be the content analysis of the open answers.
This includes the subject’s justification for each word associated to interwar romania and the
option for living in that period. This is how a topic of contemporary history becomes a
challenge for social psychologists.

The main limit from this research stage is the absence of control when it comes to influ-
encing the gender variable between the two operationalizations of the distance towards the
object: the participants’ specialization and age. This aspect will be compensated by future stud-
ies, which will maintain the history specialization as constant and will supplement and
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refine, including on the explanatory level, these first conclusions. despite this aspect, our
approach has some advantages: the bidisciplinary combination (contemporary history,
social psychology); using, within this social representation research, a qualified audience,
which is in general quite original in romania, but there are international precedents55;  the
alignment to an emerging topic, historical representations56.

Annexes

Annex 1 

The results of the six scales regarding area, population, literacy, economic develop-
ment, neighbors and political life of interwar romania*
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Although all the scales offered five alternatives from which participants could choose
their answer, in some of the graphs only four appear because the options with 0 frequency
do not appear in the graph.

Annex 2
The mean results of the participants’ choices at the semantic differentiator
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1. See Gh. Iacob, România în epoca modernizãrii (1859-1939). Towards a modern Romania,
Publishing House of Alexandru Ioan Cuza University of Iaşi, 2013; Idem, Modernizarea
României (1859-1939). Legislaþie şi strategie economicã, Publishing House of Alexandru Ioan
Cuza University of Iaşi, 2012.
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Abstract
Interwar Romania: Historical Analysis and Social Representation

Historical research includes themes and topics that are exclusively reserved to experts in the field and
themes of general interest that are open to all interested parties. The latter ones are included in
what the social representation theory (Moscovici, 1961) calls “social objects.” The interwar period
has this status, including interwar romania. In a bidisciplinary approach—contemporary history
and social psychology (TrS)—we were interested in three aspects: 1. to indicate the structure of
the convergence-divergence pattern in the approaches used by the specialists on this topic; 2. to
identify the configuration of the social representation of interwar Romania—in the case of an audi-
ence qualified in this topic by their academic specialization (history and economic sciences) and pro-
fession; and 3. to measure its variability, determined by the distance to the object—in its various
operationalizations (this article, the first in a series, stops at gender differences). The opinions of
11 specialists and the answers of 202 subjects (50% F, 50% M) were analyzed. The first conclusions
refer to finding the structure of the convergence-divergence pattern in the specialists’ works as
well as in the case of the social representation of interwar romania and in the existence of signifi-
cant differences introduced by the gender variable. Both findings are premises in subsequent
stages: the investigation of the variability of this representation depending on specialization, the age
categories of the subjects of this type of audience, and also at the common sense level. 
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